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Below is a view of the Workbook Main Window from the InsMark Illustration System   
Digital Workbook used for Blog #162 along with a description of its contents. 

 
Workbook file name: Blog #162.!ii  This file can be imported into your InsMark Illustration System to see exactly how 
data was entered in the prompts to create the illustrations in Blog #162.   

Proposal 1a, 1b, 1c:  These three InsMark Illustrations make up the “Just the Facts” presentation.   

Proposal 2a, 2b, 2c:  These three InsMark Illustrations make up the “Limited Backup” presentation.   

Proposal 3a, 3b, 3c:  These three InsMark Illustrations make up the “Serious Backup” presentation.   

 
Multiple Illustrations - One PDF File 

You can insert several different InsMark illustrations into one pdf file as I have done by using the “Document/Insert 
Pages” command from the Acrobat toolbar.  If you are using the page numbering format required by most compliance 
departments (Page 1 of X, Page 2 of X, etc.), this won’t work. 

We built an easy way for you do it using the following icon on the bottom right of the Workbook Main Window of the 
InsMark Illustration System. 

 

When you select print, you can pick which of the illustrations in the Workbook you want to include and the order in 
which they are to appear.  You can also select a Cover Page as well as a Table of Contents and Section pages. 

See Page 2 for details of the Wealthy and Wise
®
 digital Workbook associated with Blog #58 which is extensively 

referenced in Blog #162. 
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Below is a view of the Workbook Main Window from the Wealthy and Wise®  
Digital Workbook used for Blog #58 along with a description of its contents. 

 

Workbook file name: Blog #58.!ww  

Scenario 1:  This illustrates a comprehensive retirement plan for Tony and Jennifer Callahan, ages 45 and 40.  It 
involves producing their desired, spendable, retirement cash flow using their current assets and benefits included 
expected growth.   

Scenario 2: This involves additional values produced by adding an IUL policy which increases their net worth 
considerably even though the premiums for the IUL are funded by asset transfer, not an out-of-pocket expense. 

Scenario 3a: This involves using some of the increase in net worth in Scenario 2 to produce more spendable, 
retirement cash flow. With Scenario 3, net worth ends up the same as Scenario 1 but adds a significant increase in 
spendable, retirement cash flow. 

Scenario 3b:  This involves substituting inexpensive level term insurance for the IUL, a poor alternative as it reduces 
both spendable retirement cash flow and net worth. 

Comparison 1:  This compares Scenarios 1 and 2. 

Comparison 2:  This compares Scenarios 1 and 3a. 

Comparison 3:  This compares Scenarios 1, 2, and 3a.*  

Comparison 3:  This compares Scenarios 3a and 3b.*  

*Probably the most effective comparisons. 
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http://www.robert-b-ritter-jr.com/2014/06/16/blog-58-a-new-retirement-planning-strategy/

